
SlowMotion Zetars

Damped self-closing
    for 082 roller slides
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SlowMotion Zetars is a fully integrated dampened 
self-clsoing mechanism and confers to the 082 roller 
slides a strong image boost . Conceived as true add-on 
solution, the optional usage allows an income increase 
of hardware distributors and of furniture manufacturers.
The product is retrofit able to all usual heights and depth 
of drawers. Supplied in bulk for industrial use or in skin-
pack kit with screws and drilling template for end-user 
assembly, it is the must have on drawers equipped with 
082 roller slides.

Many advantages:
■  Easy to use add-on for drawers made in wood, 

chipboard or MDF
■  Large market potential thanks to retrofit ability for 

existing installations
■  Self closing with damping effect to confer high end feel 

to entry level drawers
■  Silent drawer closing movement and guaranteed pull 

close of drawer
■  Anti pinch safety for secure drawer cloing
■  Simple screw-on assembly on cabinet and drawer
■  Use of one side only for small drawers
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Zetars                      Damped self-closing for 082 roller slides

Via Concordia, 16
20050 Veduggio con Colzano (MI) - ITALY
Tel. +39 0362 947.1
Fax +39 0362 998788
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designation package code

SlowMotion Zeta RS - white version
skin-pack kit 50 pcs per box 59.B710.01.ZR000.C1

SlowMotion Zeta add-on damper
industrial pack 100RH + 100LH per box 59.0710.01.Z0X00.20

SlowMotion Zeta RS white plastic bracket
industrial pack 200 pcs per box 59.07RS.01.ZR050.20

SlowMotion Zeta RS grey plastic bracket
industrial pack 200 pcs per box 59. 07RS.06.ZR050.20

SlowMotion Zeta RS brown plastic bracket
industrial pack 200 pcs per box 59. 07RS.02.ZR050.20


